Dear Customer,

As the COVID-19 situation has evolved, we want to update you with what we are doing in
response to the situation. At TP Aerospace, our top priority is everyone’s health and
wellbeing, and we want to do everything we can help delay the spread of the virus.
Additionally, we take our role as a player in the world’s infrastructure very seriously, and we
must stay in operation to keep aircraft in the air.
We follow the guidance and regulations from the local authorities in all the countries we
operate in. Additionally, we have activated business continuity plans to ensure that we
continue support of our customers with minimal disruption to our or our customer’s
operations.
As part of the continuity plan, all critical staff, who are not able to work from home, has
been separated into teams, working in different shifts, thereby limiting the risk of spread
and securing that we can continue our operations will full capacity.
In Europe, we are seeing that borders are being closed for nonresidents without a relevant
purpose in the respective country. The new ban does not include cargo transport and will
thereby not impact our deliveries within Europe significantly. However, our logistic partners
do foresee some delays on all trucks arriving at the borders.
We are also experiencing travel bans and lockdowns in Asia and expect to see similar
initiatives in the US and other parts of the world in the coming days and weeks. Our
employees around the world are doing their best to mitigate the situation and are prepared
to support our customers in this situation.
Deliveries via airfreight will likely be impacted, as units are usually shipped on regular
passenger flights. As the activity in passenger flights decreases significantly, so will the
capacity and availability on airfreight.
Together with our logistics partners, we will do everything we can to solve the challenges
we will meet, thereby securing timely delivery of units to the highest extent possible.
If you have any questions on some of your shipments, we kindly ask you to reach out to
your regular TP Aerospace contact.
We thank you for your understanding and look forward to our continued good and strong
cooperation.
Best Regards
Thomas Ibsoe, Peter Lyager and Nikolaj Jacobsen
Executive Management, TP Aerospace
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